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CHEMISTRY

Special Topic: Single-Atom Catalysts

Predictive approach of heterogeneous catalysis
Jean-Marie Basset∗ and Jérémie D.A. Pelletier

‘Predictive catalysis’ or ‘catalysis by
design’ has recently advanced heteroge-
neous catalysis by using the conceptual
tool of surface fragments [1] such as ‘sur-
face organometallic fragments’ (SOMF)
or ‘surface coordination fragments’
(SCF) to achieve and understand a
presumed catalytic cycle (see Fig. 1).
One or several fragments of the molecule
are linked to one metal atom linked to
the surface ([M]-H, [M]-R, [M]=CR2,
[M]≡CR, [M]=O, [M]=NR, [M]-O-
OH in which [M] is a surface metal atom
linked to an oxide by one, two or several
sigma or pi bonds). Surface fragments are
the logical continuation of the abundant
work published in the field of Surface
Organometallic Chemistry (SOMC).
In this paradigm based on molecular
understanding of surface catalytic sites,
one ‘single’ metal atom is surrounded by
ligands and linked to the surface of an
oxide via covalent or ionic bonds [2]. It is
a continuation of classical heterogeneous
catalysis in the direction of single-atom
catalysis (SAC). In SAC, single metal
atoms are also linked to an oxide by
coordination, covalent or ionic bonds
but are at the other extreme of catalysis
by metal nanoparticles because SAC is
the result of a conceptual evolution from
metal nanoparticles to a single atom by
size reduction of the nanoparticle. It is a
continuation of homogeneous catalysis
but with a rigid surface as a ligand.

SOMC has allowed the discovery
of new catalytic reactions (e.g. Ziegler-
Natta depolymerization [3], alkane
metathesis [1], non-oxidative methane
coupling [1], cyclo-alkane metathesis
[4], etc.) and has improved the ac-
tivity, the selectivity or the lifetime of
known ones. The concepts of molecular
chemistry (organic, organometallic,
coordination chemistry) are the keys to
explaining how bonds can be broken and
formed [2]. In this context, the reactivity

of SOMF or SCF and their sequence in
the cycle are pivotal to the overall out-
come of catalysis.

SOMC can generate catalytic sites
that are in principle identical (single-site
or close to single atom) by grafting
transition metal atoms onto highly dehy-
droxylated metal oxide support handled
under a controlled atmosphere. This
strategy, limited to metal-oxides or
metallic surfaces, presents considerable
advantages over traditional hetero-
geneous catalysts in which various
populations of potentially active metal-
lic sites coexist. All the steps of the
preparation are carefully controlled
using the methods of organometallic
and coordination chemistry. Hence,
the coordination sphere of the grafted
metal can be accurately determined
(well-defined catalytic site) by modern
solid/surface characterization tech-
niques (elemental analysis, in situ IR, in
situ UV, Solid State Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance spectroscopy (SS NMR),
Extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) and in operando EXAFS, etc.)
[2]. The surface should be considered
as a bulky rigid ligand preventing most
undesired interferences between cat-
alytic sites (e.g. leading to bimolecular
deactivation). The relationship between
structure and activity become possible
to establish; with the addition of the
SOMF tools, it is now a predictable
discipline.

The various steps of the catalytic cy-
cle are monitored to understand deacti-
vation, to increase activity and/or selec-
tivity by changing the support or ligand
environment of the ‘active site’ (Fig. 2).
The existing gap between heterogeneous
catalysis and homogeneous catalysis has
almost completely disappeared, because
the elementary steps of molecular chem-
istry are applicable to ‘single-atom catal-
ysis’. We shall review here some of

the recent catalytic results obtained on
oxides.

Metal hydrides are the simplest and
most frequent surface fragments, yet do
not belong to ‘organometallic’ classifi-
cation stricto sensu. ([M]-H) are mostly
generated by hydrogenolysis of metal-
alkyl ([M]-R) and generally promote
low-temperature C-H bond activation
of alkanes (i.e. methane activation) [5].
([M]-H) and ([M]-R) can convert into
each other by β-hydride elimination of
the metal-alkyl and CH insertion. This
has been evidenced in alkane depolymer-
ization [3] (polyethylene is transformed
into diesel-range gasoline by group 4
metal-based catalysts under hydrogen).

([M]-R) SOMF have numerous
examples as polymerization catalysts
[6,7]. Another case is the bis-alkyl SOMF
with dual ([M]-R) SOMF for propane
homologation to higher alkanes [8].

Surface carbenes were first evidenced
with Nb [9]([(≡Si-O)2Nb(=CH)],
Mo Mo[(≡ Si-O-)Mo(= CHCMe3)
(= NH)Np] [10] and Re [(≡Si-O-)
Re(Np) (≡C-CMe3) (=CHCMe3)])
[10]. They were eventually successfully
employed as catalysts for olefin metathe-
sis. This reactivity is specific to the
([M]=CR2) SOMF, consistently with
the metallacyclobutane intermediate
proposed by Chauvin [11]. Variation of
activity and selectivity had been linked
to both the nature of the metal employed
and that of the spectator ligands (i.e. oxo,
imido, amido, alkyl, etc.) [12,13].

The first multifunctional SOMF frag-
ments [M](H) (=CR2)] were identi-
fied following the discovery of alkane
metathesis using tantalum, tungsten and
thenmolybdenum hydride [14] catalysts
supported on alumina or silica in 1997
[15]. In this reaction, saturated hydro-
carbons, linear and branched, were re-
arranged to longer or shorter paraffins.
For example, n-propane canbe converted
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Figure 1. Overview of surface fragments: surface organometallic fragments (SOMF) and surface coordination fragments (SCF). Revised version from
the figure published by Pelletier and Basset, in Acc Chem Res 2016; 49: 664–77.

into (C1, C2, C4, C5 . . .) paraffins un-
der mild conditions. It was a chemical
breakthrough taking into account the in-
ertness of the sp3 carbon-hydrogen or
C–C bonds.

The multifunctional character of the
W(=CH2)(H) was at the origin of the
first cascade reaction on a single metal
atom leading from ethylene to propy-
lene by a succession of dimerization
of ethylene to butene-1, isomeriza-
tion of butene-1 to butene-2 and
cross-metathesis between butene-2 and
ethylene to give propylene.

Another notable application of
[M](H)(=CR2) was cyclooctane
metathesis [16] to produce both ring
contraction and ring dimerization

using [(≡Si-O-)WMe5] as a precursor.
Again we have a cascade reaction with
[M](H)(=CR2) that allows RingOpen-
ing Metathesis (ROM) dimerization or
double bond migration followed by a
ring-closing metathesis step.

Another ‘polyfunctional’ fragment
([M](H)(≡CR)) explains catalytic
terminal alkyne cyclotrimerization.
Silica-supported tungsten carbyne
complexes have shown high Turn Over
Numbers (TONs) without generating
significant alkyne metathesis products
[4].

The first example of ([M] ′η−2

(N(R)CH2)) SOMF was obtained
with the isolation of silica-supported
zirconiaaziridine in 2013 [16]—anactive

catalyst for the hydroamino-alkylation of
olefins [17].

The first example of ([M]=N) SCF
was evidenced by being the first hetero-
geneous catalyst for imine metathesis
using [(≡Si–O–)Zr(=NEt)NEt2] [18].
Treatment with an imine substrate
resulted in imido/imine (=NRi, R: Et,
Ph) exchange (metathesis) with the
formation of [(≡Si–O–)Zr (= NPh)
NEt2]. ([M]=N) effectively catalyse
imine/imine cross-metathesis.

([M]-OR) SCF were involved in
olefin catalysed by silica-supported
titanium complexes [2]. Various
(≡SiO)nTi(OCap)4-n (OCap =OR,
OSiR3, OR; R=hydrocarbyl) supported
on MCM-41 have been evaluated as
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Figure 2. Typical schematic to build ‘catalysis by design’ mechanism. Version from the figure pub-
lished by Pelletier and Basset, in Acc Chem Res 2016; 49: 664–77.

catalysts for 1-octene epoxidation by tert-
butylhydroperoxide.

Although [M]-Cl are not stricto sensu
reaction intermediates in CO2 reaction
with epoxides to give cyclic carbonates,
the work below is a rare example of coop-
erating surface bimetallic catalysis. CO2
and epoxide are each activated by two
separate Lewis acid centers (≡Si-O-Nb
Cl4.OEt2) maintained in very close prox-
imity by silica [19].

SOMC, alongside surface fragments,
allow the prediction of catalysis by de-
termination of the sequence of inter-
mediates and to control the coordina-
tion sphere of the metal to achieve
targeted reactions. In SAC, the atom
grafted onto the surface depends on the
reagents/substrates to adopt the right co-
ordination sphere. The SOMC strategy
may be seen as the result of a molecu-
lar understanding of the elementary steps
necessary to achieve a given reaction.
One of the questions raised could be
the advantage of using SOMC rather
than classical heterogeneous catalysis. It
is true that ‘classical catalysis’, mostly

based on a ‘trial and error approach’,
could be considered as easier in terms
of practical advantages, but the SOMC
approach offers several competitive
advantages: prediction of new catalytic
reactions, never observed in classical
heterogeneous catalysis; a reliable struc-
ture activity relationship because we
are dealing with well-defined structures
where the physicochemical tools are
used with maximum efficiency; and
the possibility to control the activity
and selectivity with a careful choice
of ‘ligands’, ‘spectators ligands’ and
supports. This strategy progressively
removes the existing gap between
heterogeneous and homogeneous catal-
ysis mainly because the concepts of
molecular chemistry (in particular the
elementary steps) are easily applied to
heterogeneous catalysis.
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